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WORDS FROM OUR FOUNDER
Razzak Mirjan

Founder

It is safe to say it has been a year which we

will never forget. As I look back at our first

year, it has been filled with incredible

moments, opportunities and growth as a

new charity trying to take a unique

approach to softly raising awareness

around mental health and suicide

prevention.

We started Beder, as a family trying to find

a silver lining out of our darkest days, with

a vision to challenge the stigma

surrounding mental health and suicide by

bringing people together who share similar

interests whilst encouraging self-care and

looking after our mental health.

Mental health and suicide are issues that

are likely to touch us all at one point or

another and if we can help people feel 

better prepared to talk about what is on

their mind or encourage others to check in

on those around them and listen without

judgment then we are making huge strides

forward.

Our success, at times, has been

bittersweet as we look to do good in my

brother’s name because it reminds us of a

special young man gone too soon.

However, we are incredibly proud of the

growing Beder community and sense of

togetherness that our unique approach has

created, through both our in-person

events and other initiatives, as we are all

stronger together rather than alone.

Our magical concert with Le Trio Joubran

at Union Chapel on 2 March 2020 was

certainly the jewel in the crown of our 3 / Intro



In-person events as it saw over 700 people

come together, through the power of

music, for an unforgettable evening only a

few days before the UK went into

lockdown due to the coronavirus. The

publication of our charity cookbook, From

Beder’s Kitchen, and subsequent

recognition from the Prime Minister with

the Point of Light award will forever

remain a proud accomplishment for

everyone involved. Whilst, The 5691

Challenge and the incredible fundraising

efforts of those who took part is an

inspiring example of what we can achieve,

even in challenging times, by working

together and has allowed us to make an

even bigger impact sooner than

anticipated. 

We may have been forced to be physically

apart this year due to the coronavirus but

keeping in touch, showing that we care and 

dedicating time to enjoy the people and

things that make us happy has never been

more vital. It is so important to treasure

even the simplest moments in life, make

time to connect with those close to you

and not take our life or the lives of others

for granted. 

I would like to sincerely thank everyone

who has supported us during our first year

from the bottom of my heart as it truly

means the world not just to me but

everyone involved in Beder, as a charity

and a family. Our impact so far would not

have been possible without your love and

support. From our donors, partners and

ambassadors to our trustees and

supporters, you have all played your part

in overcoming the fear and stigma 

surrounding these issues.
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Beder is a new charity taking a unique

approach to raising awareness around

mental health and suicide prevention

through a range of exciting events,

initiatives and partnerships across

education, wellness and recreation.

Our vision

To challenge the stigma surrounding mental

health and suicide prevention, stimulate a

dialogue to softly raise awareness and

provide a platform for us all to play our part

in normalising the conversation around these

important societal issues.

Our mission

To lead the way collaboratively, build

meaningful and authentic relationships with

our partners and supporters whilst creating

greater accessibility to information and

opportunities to promote self care and

manage our mental health.
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Beder was founded in memory of Beder Mirjan by his older

brother, Razzak Mirjan, after he sadly took his own life at the

age of 18 in April 2017.

 

Beder was a giant of a young man, with a witty sense of

humour and an infectious laugh, who was caring, polite and

kind natured with a bright future ahead of him.

 

Through Beder as a charity, we are working our hardest to

normalise the conversation around mental health and suicide.

BEDER MIRJAN
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To me, Beder represents and encapsulates everything that tackling mental health awareness should

be. Togetherness, friendship and joy. Mental health can be an incredibly difficult thing to discuss or

address, but as opposed to focusing on the negative aspects that come with it, Razzak has managed

to create an environment that allows people to look for light rather than see darkness.

Marvin Sordell, Beder Ambassador

What inspired me is Beder's mission, suicide prevention and mental health both are topics which

need to be more naturally discussed and less stigmatised. People and society need to be more open

and accepting of those challenges with more education on how to deal with and support loved ones. 

Sarah Drai, Beder Ambassador

Beder has inspired me since I first heard of the charity; their approach to talking about

mental health is refreshing and thoughtful, whilst tying in cooking through ‘From Beders

Kitchen’ really opens up a creative and healing process that you don’t usually see.

Tom Cenci, Beder Ambassador & From Beder's Kitchen contributor



Collaborative leadership

We are not here to compete with the other

existing charities. We have our own unique

approach and believe in working alongside

other organisations to further their amazing

work while achieving our common goal.

Sustainable, long-term impact

We strive for our work to have genuine, long-

term and sustainable impact. We believe that

initiating conversations and creating safe

spaces where a range of perspectives and

experiences can be heard is key to this.

Soft-touch and personal approach

We prioritise taking a soft-touch approach to

raising awareness, with empathy at the

forefront of everything we do. We want to

make help make talking about what is on your

mind less daunting and overwhelming.

OUR VALUES
These three values - collaborative

leadership; sustainable, long-term

impact; soft-touch and personal

approach - are deeply rooted in

everything we do and are the driving

force behind the way we operate. 
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The aim of these partnerships is to harness the

specialist knowledge of each charity and

further promote their invaluable resources in

order to conquer the fear and stigma

surrounding these incredibly important issues.

 

Both YoungMinds and Samaritans have chosen

to support Beder, recognising the unique

approach we're taking to raising awareness

Beder has partnered with two

leading charities; YoungMinds, as its

mental health partner, and

Samaritans, as its highly respected

suicide prevention partner.
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Problem

Fear and stigma around

mental health and suicide,

and a lack of understanding

around mental health. 

Initiative

Engage young, diverse

audiences through a range

of exciting initiatives

across education, wellness

and recreation.

Impact

Opening up conversation and

empowering people to take

action, either for themselves

or to support others.

Short term

Foster a community & safe

environment, providing

opportunities to engage in activities

promoting mental wellbeing, self-

care & challenging stigma. 

Long term

Increasing awareness of mental health &

suicide prevention, improving knowledge

and understanding & empowering

individuals to access support.

Beder Theory of Change

OUR GOALS
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What I love is that you
recognise that people suffer in
different ways and that it is all

ok in the end. Your posts are friendly and
accessible - something I

can show my son.

I am so happy to see you
doing so much for
mental health.



In our first year, we hoped to:

OUR FIRST YEAR

Make a notable donation to our charity partners 

We are here to support the amazing work of YoungMinds and

Samaritans by sharing and promoting their work but also

recognise the importance of supporting each charity financially

so they can continue to provide invaluable resources.

Be unique in our approach to raising awareness

Our soft approach to raising awareness around mental health

and suicide prevention aims to make people feel more

comfortable talking about these issues.

Bring people together and build a community

The aim of our events and initiatives is to connect people who

have shared interests using this as a basis to build community

and overcome the fear and stigma surrounding these topics.

Encourage self-care in innovative ways

hobbies & interests, whether new or old.

Self-care isn't just baths and skincare routines - our events

foster self-care by encouraging people to dedicate time to
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£109,662
Total money raised

Sell-out
events

including mindful painting classes,

meditation workshops, a Barry's Bootcamp

workout and a football match at Fulham FC.

The amount of people our

'Conversations with Beder' series

reached, across 29 meaningful chats.

2.3
million

700
attendees to our magical

concert at Union Chapel with Le

Trio Joubran, raising £13,052.

5691
challenge
A group of 25 individuals were

inspired to develop their own

challenge, 5691 Challenge in support

of Beder, raising a total of £41,622.
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90
to our cookbook,

From Beder's Kitchen,

promoting wellbeing

through recipes and

reflections on their

own mental health.

copies of From Beder's Kitchen

sold worldwide.

2,000

£10,000
Donation to Samaritans

£5,000
Donation to YoungMinds

Global
community
We built and nurtured a global online

community reaching the UK, US, UAE,

Middle East and Australasia.

through our partner podcast,

Man Down, which has over

10,000 downloads.750

Contributors
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WE CHANGED THE CONVERSATION 

92%
said they felt more

comfortable talking

about mental health

since finding Beder

73%
were new to

YoungMinds' work

33%
were new to

the Samaritans

helpline
90%

reported that their

awareness around

mental health and

suicide prevention

had increased

We asked our community how their awareness and openness has changed since finding us. 
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MINDFUL PAINTING CLASSES
We hosted three mindful painting classes

with Masterpeace in December 2019,

January and February 2020. 

Masterpeace create an environment where

painting can be enjoyed as a way to relax and

unwind with the focus being on the process

rather than the outcome. 

Mindful creativity is shown to reduce stress

and anxiety whilst increasing feelings of

wellbeing and creative revitalisation. 
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A charity workout class at Barry's

Bootcamp with an educational

workshop on sleep and nutrition. 

Barry's Bootcamp Meditation classes

A series of five meditation classes

at FLEX Chelsea with our amazing

ambassador, Sarah Drai.

OTHER EVENTS

We hosted a series of wellbeing,

meditation and fitness focussed

events with popular gyms

across London throughout

January and February 2020.
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A football match at Fulham FC's training ground

In February 2020, we hosted a football friendly between Beder and Heroes of

Waterloo at Fulham FC's training ground, Motspur Park, with 32 people attending.

Football provides an opportunity to break down barriers, bring people together who

may not normally cross paths or just provide a sense of teamwork and camaraderie.
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AN EVENING WITH LE TRIO JOUBRAN
A magical concert at Union Chapel on 2 March

with Le Trio Joubran, supported by JJ Draper.
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Beder seeks to normalise the conversation around a previously taboo subject and in doing so will

save lives and enhance the quality of life for many others. The highlight has been the ongoing

growth of a network of amazing individuals I am proud to learn and grow from week on week.

Lawrence Price, Beder Ambassador

Beder Founder, Razzak, is one of the most inspiring people I know so it seemed only natural for me

to want to be involved with Beder - who wouldn’t want to be an ambassador for a charity that is so

close to their heart? Being a part of such an incredible cause means the world to me. 

Kieron Webb, Beder Ambassador

Beder is inspirational in itself. From the core foundations of the charity to its objectives,

not only is it a charity that gives so much back to mental health & suicide prevention, it

also greats a safe space for people to understand it’s totally ok not to feel ok. 

Charlie King, Beder Ambassador



As news broke of COVID-19 and a global

pandemic was declared, lives around the world

were put on hold. Lockdown measures were

announced, our movements were restricted

and unfortunately so too were our support

networks and mechanisms.

With in-person events postponed indefinitely

and the need for awareness and education

around mental health and suicide prevention

only growing, it was crucial that we adapted to

the new conditions we were living under.

We quickly shifted our focus from connecting

people in-person to building an online

community through social media and began

offering a range of mindfulness and wellbeing-

based events and initiatives. We focussed on

educating our community on taking care of

their own mental health, the importance of  

remaining connected, how to spot the signs of

poor mental health and how this can manifest

differently for each individual.

One thing that didn't falter was our passion for

offering unique and innovative solutions. Now

more than ever, it was important for us to

prioritise making time for self care so we

organised online events and initiatives with our

signature soft-touch to raising awareness,

providing some much-needed relief from the

palpable feeling of uncertainty around us, as

the world struggled to cope with the increasing

weight of the pandemic.

Building and supporting an online community

throughout such an uncertain - and for many,

difficult - time, during which mental health

services were limited is perhaps one of our

greatest achievements to date.

93%
of countries dealing
with the pandemic
reported that their

critical mental health
services were adversely
affected or even halted

74%
of 18-24 year olds
reported that their
mental health had

gotten worse
during lockdown

ADAPTING TO THE NEW NORMAL
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Wednesday Wellness Classes

A weekly series of 30-minute classes

exploring our bodies with stretching and

gentle movement hosted by Ali Rumani

(@thatbritishyogi).

Wellbeing during COVID-19 

Online workshops focussed on

improving and maintaining mental

wellbeing during COVID-19 and another

on intuitive eating during COVID-19

which were hosted by Hala Sabbah

(@halasabbah).

Acupressure and Meditation

An online workshop educating on the

benefits of acupressure and meditation

for reducing stress and anxiety. 
Live Magic Masterclass 

A masterclass from Troy the

Magician (@troymagician),

teaching us three quick and easy

tricks to do with everyday

objects that could keep our

families entertained in

lockdown.

LIVE ON INSTAGRAM
When lockdown hit, Instagram became the new home of our

events as we encouraged wellbeing and self-care through a

range of workshops, classes and masterclasses.
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With personalities including 

Marvin Sordell 

Felicity Spector

James Gillespie

Jamie Clements

Kieron Webb 

Karen Howes

Magical Bones 

Seb Delaney 

Lawrence Price

Sabinna Rachimova

29meaningful
conversations 2.3million

views

CONVERSATIONS WITH BEDER

Marvin Sordell Jim Chapman

Monty Panesar

Jim Chapman

Louise Roe

Nick Butter

Troy the Magician 

Seen Through Glass

Ahmed Shihab-Eldin

Yasmine Al Massri

Oliver Black 

Caspar Rose
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Hannah Rasekh

Tony Adkins

Joudie Kalla

Ben Nuttall

Tom Cenci

Leo Cosendai

Leona Erziak

Ryan Stafford

David Simmons 



With: Joudie Kalla (@palestineonaplate), Judy Joo (@judyjoochef),

Olivia Burt (@cheflivburt), Danilo Cortellini (@danilocortellini),

Mark Tuttiett (@kooze), Ryan Stafford (@ryanchefstafford), Zaina

Shuhaiber (@luluztreats), Greg Emmerson (@gregemmerson_),

Haya Khalifeh (@butterbelieveit)

We hosted live cooking classes over Instagram Live

and Zoom with a range of amazing chefs and

foodies which proved incredibly popular and a

chance to come together and learn something new.

Joudie Kalla Zaina Shuhaiber
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OUR PARTNERS

We partnered with other content-led

projects with whom we share a

common goal - education, raising

awareness and opening up the

conversation around mental health

and suicide prevention.
Man Down Podcast

Jamie Clements speaks to

inspirational individuals about

their mental health journey.

Worry Wellbeing 

Ruby Warner creates regular bespoke

mental health and suicide prevention

content in her signature style.
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The 5961 Challenge was borne from the saddening

fact that in 2019, 5,691 people took their own

lives across the UK, 4,303 of whom were men. 

The 5691 Challenge encouraged people to run 5.691km

during the November 2019 in support of Beder and play their

part in raising awareness around suicide prevention.

Some decided to take part once throughout the month and

others more often. An amazing group of 25 friends, who were

the driving force behind the creation of The 5691 Challenge,

each ran 5.691km every day throughout November, raising a

phenomenal £41,622 in support of Beder.

THE 5691 CHALLENGE
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FROM BEDER'S KITCHEN

As seen in:

From Beder’s Kitchen is a charity cookbook
bringing together amazing foodies from all over
the world while softly raising awareness around
mental health and suicide prevention.

Including recipes and reflections from the likes of: 

Gordon Ramsay, Yotam Ottolenghi, Romy Gill, Judy Joo, Atul

Kochhar, Joudie Kalla, Dishoom, Hawksmoor, Miles Kirby

(Caravan), David Atherton (GBBO Winner 2019), Irini Tzortoglou

(Masterchef Winner 2019) and Michael Zee (Symmetry Breakfast)

90
contributors from

around the world
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copies of From Beder's

Kitchen sold worldwide.

2,000
More than



OUR FIRST YEAR - AND THE MANY CHALLENGES IT
BROUGHT - TAUGHT US TO ADAPT AND EVOLVE. 

In our second year, we're excited to:

Resume hosting in-person events again as

soon as it is safe to do so.

Build upon the community we've built online,

in-person.

Continue delivering regular events and

initiatives on social media for our international

community.

Expand our range of amazing ambassadors,

partners and supporters.

OUR STRATEGIC GOALS FOR
2021 & BEYOND

Increasing awareness of and accessibility to

key resources and services for those in need

Continuing to grow and build an amazing

community of like-minded people who share a

common goal to overcome the fear and stigma

surrounding these important societal issues

Continuing to develop innovative ways to raise

awareness and normalise conversation around

mental health and suicide prevention.
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Razzak Mirjan, Founder 

Yahya Mirjan, Chairman and Trustee

Farah Mirjan, Trustee

Fiona Angel, Trustee - Education

Nic Couchman, Trustee - Commercial 

Amira Nimerawi, Trustee - Charity

OUR TRUSTEES
A huge thank you to our board of

trustees for their support and guidance

through our first year.
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Thank you to our ambassadors for all of the

support throughout the last year. 

Thank you for the openness, willingness to facilitate

introductions and the passion you continue to show

towards overcoming the fear and stigma surrounding

mental health and suicide prevention.

We're excited to continue working together to

achieve our common goal of raising awareness

around mental health and suicide prevention.

With notable thanks to:

Will Manning, Joudie Kalla, Marvin Sordell, Sarah Drai,

Mark Tuttiett, Lawrence Price, Kieron Webb, Dr Joseph

Spence, Tom Cenci.

AMBASSADORS
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We wouldn't be here without you 

OUR DONORS
With notable thanks to:

Albemarle College 

Amol and Shewta Jhajharia

Andrew and Karen Howes

Joanne Kubba

Karon Cook

Maan Hassan

Munir Mirjan

Tarek Aggad

The Amjad and Suha Bseisu Foundation

The Butti Foundation

The Mercer Family

The Wyfold Charitable Trust

Yousif Mirjan

& all of the other incredible, generous donors who

have supported us throughout our first year
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Beder is a charity registered in England and Wales (No. 1187475)

www.beder.org.uk       @beder_uk

https://www.beder.org.uk/

